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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, several scholars have investigated the reception of Béla Bartók in Italy during the first half of the twentieth century. The present article aims to further explore this field of research through an examination of the artistic relations between the Hungarian musician and Alfredo Casella. It analyses in particular the influence of Bartók on Casella as a composer, pianist, and concert organiser by drawing on some important primary sources (scores, letters, articles, concert-related ephemera, music manuscripts), including the archival materials held at the Fondo Alfredo Casella (henceforth FAC) of the Fondazione Giorgio Cini (Venezia; henceforth FGC). The time period covered by this research spans from the early 1910s, when Casella discovered the ‘new Hungarian music’ in Paris, to 1925, when he organised Bartók’s first concert tour in Italy.

The article consists of two sections. The first section is dedicated to the reception of Béla Bartók in France in the years before the First World War. Casella, who was one of the most prominent émigré musicians active in Paris during this period,
constitutes a crucial figure in order to understand this phenomenon. The second section shows how Bartók’s music continued to be a critical point of reference for Casella after his return to Italy in 1915.

**PARIS (1910–1914)**

Born in Turin in 1883, Casella moved to Paris in 1896 to study at the Conservatoire.² He then began a career as a pianist and composer in the French capital and collaborated with several periodicals. He also worked as a concert organiser and, in 1911, became the general secretary of the Société musicale indépendante (SMI).³ These activities allowed him to integrate into the French musical milieu to such an extent that his *First Symphony*, op. 5 (1905–1906) and his *Second Symphony*, op. 12 (1909) were considered as the works of a French composer by the Sous-secrétariat d’État aux Beaux-Arts.⁴ Nevertheless, Casella did not obtain French citizenship and cultivated a strong relation with Italian expatriate intellectuals. In 1909 he composed the orchestral rhapsody *Italia*, op. 11 and in 1913 wrote a plea in support of ‘l’avenir musical de l’Italie [Italy’s musical future]’ in the newspaper *L’Homme libre*.⁵ In 1914 he organised a concert at the Salle des agriculteurs dedicated to the ‘young Italian school’ (Bastianelli, Casella, Davico, Ferrante, Malipiero, Pizzetti).⁶ His desire to return to Italy was realised in 1915, when he became professor of piano at the Liceo di Santa Cecilia in Rome.

In his autobiography *I segreti della giara*,⁷ published in 1941, Casella exalts his ‘italianità [Italianness]’ and devotion to Mussolini (probably as a defence against the allegations of anti-patriotism levied by the periodicals *Il Tevere* and *Perseo*).⁸ At the same time, he does not conceal the formative value of his Parisian sojourn, as well as his ‘strong admiration’⁹ for Schoenberg. The significance of these French years calls for a reassessment of Casella’s position within European musical culture. As Parrino has pointed out, the ‘stylistic connections linking his pre-1915 French music with the works he wrote during the Fascist period’ – a thesis advanced by Waterhouse as early as 1981 – have some ‘potential socio-political implications’.¹⁰ Moreover, according to Fontanelli, the idea of a ‘continuità stilistica [stylistic continuity]’ in Casella’s output undermines the assumption of a radical antithesis between ‘avanguardia [avant-garde]’ and ‘classicism [classicism]’.¹¹

It was in the final years of his French sojourn that Casella firstly took an interest in Bartók’s music. In his autobiography, the Italian composer writes:

> At the same time [in the early 1910s], I came in contact with the new Hungarian music. Some piano pieces of Zoltán Kodály were played at the Société musicale indépendante and caused a noisy scandal. The first important compositions of Béla Bartók began to appear, through which one glimpsed a very strong personality. This music was interesting in the highest degree
because of its complete originality and independence. We began to see how much the true Hungarian music differed from the too well-known rhapsodies of Liszt, which might better be called “gypsy rhapsodies”.  

Casella identifies a new Hungarian school constituted by Kodály and Bartók, which scandalised the Parisian public in the early 1910s (the same period that saw the emergence of Schoenberg’s ‘revolutionary art’ and Stravinsky’s ‘cyclopean and terrifying’ Rite of Spring). He also underlines the radical novelty of this new Hungarian art in relation to the Lisztian heritage: Bartók’s and Kodály’s music is not ‘gypsy’ but truly ‘Hungarian’.

Casella’s retrospective observations are corroborated by the historical data related to the reception of Bartók and Kodály in France. Before the First World War, the idea of a ‘new Hungarian school’ was relatively popular among Parisian musical circles. In June 1914, in the newspaper L’Homme libre, Casella himself exalted this ‘école florissante [flourishing school]’ as ‘l’une des premières d’Europe [one of the best in Europe]’. The French debut of the new Hungarian music took place on 12 March 1910 at the Hotel des Modes, where Bartók was invited by the Hungarian pianist Sándor Kovacs to perform at a Festival hongrois. The concert featured Kodály’s Cello Sonata, op. 4 (1909–1910), Bartók’s Fourteen Bagatelles, op. 6 BB 50 (1908) and the world premiere of the first, Allegro vivace, of Bartók’s Two Romanian Dances, op. 8a BB 56 (1909–1910).

Within the history of Bartók’s reception, this concert is also associated to the genesis of his most famous piano piece, Allegro barbaro, BB 63 (firstly published in 1913). Indeed, according to Kodály, Bartók used the adjective barbaro in the title of this piece as an ironic reference to the expression ‘jeunes barbares hongrois [young Hungarian barbarians]’ employed by a French music critic in a review of the 1910 concert. Although there is no trace of this review in the newspapers and periodicals of the time, the stereotype that associates Bartók with the adjective ‘barbarian’ spread rapidly and still persists today. As Frigyesi states: ‘Among musicians, the heavily accented and rigid ostinato is casually referred to as “Bartókian”. The situation is exacerbated when the music is marked forte, and accented notes are superimposed on the ostinato’.

Casella probably did not attend the 1910 Festival hongrois. Nevertheless, he was one of the first musicians to appreciate the ‘barbarian’ music of the young Hungarians. Bartók’s stylistic influence is blatant in some of Casella’s Nove pezzi for piano, op. 24 (1914). For example, the second piece is entitled In modo barbaro (EXAMPLE 1). This allegro, marked forte, begins with a heavily accented and rigid ostinato, based on a perfect fourth (G₂–C₃). In the continuity draft of the work (FAC, Quaderno n. 4, 1913–1914, M. 74, sheet 34v, FIGURE 1), Casella firstly writes ‘sempre pesante [always heavy]’, but then decides to emphasise this indication
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(‘maestoso e feroce [fierce]! sempre pesante’). Further down, he writes ‘forte e ruvido [rough]’ and defines the triple acciaccaturas starting at bar 11 as ‘feroce’. This pianistic style can be interpreted as a linguistic intensification of Casella’s prima maniera – e.g. Toccata, op. 6 (1904) – or be associated with the four-hand arrangement of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring (published in 1913). Nonetheless, the relationship between Bartók’s piano music and Casella’s In modo barbaro could hardly be denied: in this piece, the Italian composer considers the Allegro barbaro as an artistic manifesto and pushes the percussive treatment of the piano to the extreme. It is worth noting that the first piece (entitled Preludio) of Casella’s Cinque pezzi per quartetto d’archi, op. 34 (1920) is marked Allegro vivace e barbaro.

Example 1. Alfredo Casella, Nove pezzi for piano, op. 24, no. 2 In modo barbaro, bb. 1–24 © 1915, by Ricordi, Milano, 115420

INmodoBARBARO

NovePezzi

AlfredoCasella

Sempre maestoso, feroce e pesante

(f sempre forte e ruvido)

Allegro molto moderato

(sopra la m.d.)

molto forte

EXAMPLE 1. Alfredo Casella, Nove pezzi for piano, op. 24, no. 2 In modo barbaro, bb. 1–24 © 1915, by Ricordi, Milano, 115420
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molto forte

EXAMPLE 1. Alfredo Casella, Nove pezzi for piano, op. 24, no. 2 In modo barbaro, bb. 1–24 © 1915, by Ricordi, Milano, 115420
Shortly after the Hungarian soirée of March 1910, Theodor Szántó performed six of Kodály’s *Nine Pieces* for piano, op. 3 (1905–1909) during the inaugural concert of the SMI. The event took place on 20 April 1910 at the Salle Gaveau and is mentioned by Casella in his memoirs. Indeed, judging by the reviews, the concert caused a sensation and contributed to the fame of both the Hungarian school and the SMI. In the following years, the members of the SMI discussed the possibility of performing Bartók’s *String Quartet no. 1*, op. 7 BB 52 (1908–1909) in Paris and Casella himself played Kodály’s *Cello Sonata* on two occasions: on 3 May 1913 at the Salle Gaveau and on 20 February 1914 at the Salle des agriculteurs.

In November 1911, an article published in the French journal of the Société Internationale de Musique set out to describe the musical renaissance inaugurated by Bartók and Kodály. In this piece, entitled ‘La jeune école hongroise’, Kovács illustrates the development of Hungarian music from Hans von Koessler and
Ödon Mihalovich, the masters who ‘ayant fondé la nouvelle école par leur apostolat didactique [founded the school through their didactic evangelism]’, to Bartók and Kodály, the pupils who ‘la révolution qui s’accomplissait dans leur esprits curieux [accomplished the revolution]’. In Kovács’s opinion, the so-called ‘Hungarian’ style of Gypsy musicians, glorified by Liszt, contributed to the creation of a national consciousness during the nineteenth century, but at the same time prevented the full development of a ‘true’ and ‘pure’ Magyar musical style. The revolution initiated by Bartók and Kodály is based on the collection and analytical study of Hungarian peasant music, which is then incorporated into their own compositions. According to Frigyesi, Kovács’s claim that Bartók and Kodály ‘au fond des villages de la Hongrie, le debussysme et le ravellistisme [sic] sont allés les trouver [went to find Debussyism and Ravelism at the heart of villages in Hungary]’ expresses both ‘the Hungarian modernists’ idealisation of the French modernists and the direct link they made between cosmopolitan modernism and the traditional music of rural Hungary’. Kovács concludes his article with a nationalistic homage to the new Hungarian music. In his opinion, the true ‘Barbarians’ are those who do not acknowledge the importance of these new musical ‘heroes’: in the young Hungarian composers, ‘we can find the seeds of a national art [...]. In their revolutionary bravery, we find the revolt of our heroes, who for thousand years have defended themselves against the Barbarians’.

The poetics of the new Hungarian school, based on the discovery and assimilation of rural folk music, had an influence on Casella. For instance, the last of his Nove pezzi, entitled In modo rustico and dedicated to Malipiero, contains explicit references to the first of Bartók’s Two Romanian Dances (Example 2).

**Example 2. Béla Bartók, Two Romanian Dances for piano, op. 8a BB 56, no. 1 Allegro vivace, bb. 1–4**

The first Romanian Dance, marked Allegro vivace, was performed in Paris on at least two occasions before the First World War: the first time during the 1910 Festival hongrois as a world premiere and the second time by Szántó on 23
April 1914 at the Salle des agriculteurs. This piece shows the paradigm shift that occurred in Bartók’s poetics at the beginning of the twentieth century: as attested by the title of the diptych, these dances are not ‘Hungarian’ but ‘Romanian’. Bartók, who had begun collecting folk songs with Kodály in 1906 in the vast rural territory of the Kingdom of Hungary, soon became fascinated by the Romanian repertoires of Transylvania (his native region). Nevertheless, according to Bartók, these Romanian Dances are ‘based on original thematic material and not on folk tunes’.29 They constitute a sort of imagined or invented transcriptions,30 in which ‘the composer does not make use of a real peasant melody but invents his own imitation of such melodies’.31

Bartók’s Allegro vivace is in a ternary form (ABA’, Allegro vivace/Lento/Tempo I) and is based on motif a and its derivations32 (EXAMPLE 3).

EXAMPLE 3. Béla Bartók, Two Romanian Dances for piano, op. 8a BB 56, no. 1 Allegro vivace: four melodic units a, b, c and d

According to Suchoff, the rhythmic schema of a and its drone-like accompaniment constitute ‘a clone of a Romanian Drâmbă (jew’s harp) dance-melody motif’.33 Furthermore, the descending rhythmic figure (two semiquavers plus a quaver) on the last beat of each bar (figure α), which has a prominent role in the piece, is a ‘borrowing from a Romanian jeering song’.34 Bartók derives the unit b from a. Moreover, c and d are the approximate inversions of a and b. As suggested by Cooper, these melodic units appear many times in the outer sections of the piece: they are played in different registers and are transposed to several tonal areas, as if in a ‘folk performance’.35 In addition, from a harmonic point of view, the piece is an example of the polymodal chromaticism that Bartók was consciously developing at this time (such as in the Bagatelles).36

There are several similarities between Casella’s In modo rustico and Bartók’s Romanian Dance no. 1. It is likely that the Italian composer listened to this piece in
1914 and we can even imagine that Casella had access to the printed score (which was published in Budapest in 1910).

**FIGURE 2.** Alfredo Casella, *Nove pezzi* for piano, op. 24, no. 9 *In modo rustico*: continuity draft, sheet 4r. Fondazione Giorgio Cini (Venezia), Fondo Alfredo Casella

The continuity draft of *In modo rustico*, completed on 16 August 1914 (FAC, Quaderno n. 5, 1916–1916, M. 75, sheet 4r), has a provisional title that is highly allusive: *In modo di una danza rustica* (FIGURE 2). Furthermore, Casella employs the tempo marking *Allegro vivace* and adds the indications ‘ritmico e robusto [rhythmic and robust]’. These references to Bartók’s *Romanian Dance no. 1* are confirmed by musical quotations within the piece (EXAMPLE 4).

*In modo rustico* is built on the obstinate recurrence, in different registers and dynamics, of the aforementioned rhythmic figure α. Moreover, motif a is used extensively – e.g. bb. 9–10, 23–26. The rhythmic profile is the same, whereas the intervallic profile is slightly different. It is worth noting that a also appears in Casella’s later piano works: in the third movement (bb. 54–61) of *Sonatina*, op. 28 (1916) and in the first (Preludio, bb. 32–34) of *Undici pezzi infantili*, op. 35.
The rhythmic figure $\alpha$ and a derivation of motif $a$ also appear in the fourth of the *Nove pezzi*, entitled *In modo burlesco* (bb. 26–41, right hand. Example 5).

**Example 5.** Alfredo Casella, *Nove pezzi* for piano, op. 24, no. 4 *In modo burlesco*, bb. 26–41 © 1915, by Ricordi, Milano, 115420

In October 1915, one year after the composition of the *Nove pezzi*, Casella left Paris for Rome. The *Nove pezzi* symbolise this crucial move: they were composed in France (1914) and published in Italy by Ricordi (1915). According to Fontanelli, these pieces came to represent one of the first attempts to reform musical culture in Italy or, as Casella put it, to create ‘an art which would be not only Italian but also European in its position in the general cultural picture’. The second half of this article will show how Bartók’s music continued to be a major point of reference for Casella as a composer and concert organiser after 1915.
ROME (1915–1925)

In 1917, soon after his return to Rome, Casella was one of the founders of the Società Italiana di Musica Moderna (Simm). In the following two years, the Simm gave many concerts of contemporary music (both Italian and foreign) and published a magazine called Ars nova. Casella wrote a sort of manifesto of the Simm in 1918, an article entitled ‘La nuova musicalità italiana’. In this piece, the composer criticises the isolation and autarky of the Italian musical culture and, at the same time, rejects the models of musical nationalism based on the ‘ingenious’ use of folklore, in the manner of Grieg, Rimsky-Korsakov or Albéniz. Casella believes that nationality in music is a deeper and ‘imponderabile [imponderable]’ feeling and that the ‘caratteri eterni [eternal characteristics]’ of the ‘spirito italiano [Italian spirit]’ cannot be fully expressed by verismo. Casella also maintains that the fundamental quality of Italian creativity is the ability to produce a ‘classical’ synthesis of the most advanced foreign techniques and styles – such as the ‘audace fantasia degli ultimi ungheresi [daring creativity of the young Hungarians]’.

Bartók’s music was not featured in the concerts organised by the Simm. Nevertheless, his name appears in the articles of Ars nova and Casella himself makes some references to the piano pieces of the Hungarian composer in his trilingual treatise, The evolution of music through the history of the perfect cadence, written in 1919 and published in 1924. Moreover, as mentioned before, several piano works composed by Casella during the second half of the 1910s are influenced by Bartók’s poetics. These include the Sonatina and the Undici pezzi infantili. Some stylistic similarities have also been noted between Bartók’s ‘Night Music’ pieces and Casella’s Notturnino, e.g. the fourth piece of Pupazzetti, op. 27a for piano four hands (1915).

Casella’s interest for Bartók’s music is further demonstrated by his theatrical experiences during the war. In 1918, when he was asked by the Futurist painter Fortunato Depero to choose the music for the Balli Plastici (an experimental ballet in which machine-like puppets replace human actors and dancers), Casella transcribed several contemporary works for chamber orchestra, including Bartók’s Bear Dance (from the Ten Easy Pieces for piano BB 51 [1908]). Curiously, the Hungarian was neither mentioned in the programme notes nor in the theatrical posters of the premiere, which took place on 15 April 1915 in Rome. In contrast, the Bear Dance (renamed L’orso azzurro) was attributed to a non-existent composer called ‘Chemenov’, without Bartók knowing about it.

During the 1920s, knowledge of Bartók’s music began to spread throughout Europe, and Italy was no exception. Bartók’s collaborations with the Vienna-based publishing house Universal Edition and with Egisto Tango – who conducted
the world premieres of the ballet *The Wooden Prince*, op. 13 BB 74 in 1917 and the opera *Bluebeard’s Castle*, op. 11 BB 62 in 1918 – attracted the interest of Italian music critics and musicians, such as Guido Gatti, Luigi Perrachio and Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco. In the early 1920s, many reviews of Bartók’s latest works were published in *Il pianoforte* and the *Rivista musicale italiana*, two leading Italian musical periodicals. Moreover, in 1921, Guido Gatti, the editor-in-chief of *Il pianoforte*, asked Bartók to publish three articles in Italian about Hungarian contemporary music.47

In 1922, Casella himself published a review of Bartók’s *String Quartet no. 2*, op. 17 BB 75 (1915–1917), in which he exalted its ‘semplicità quasi primitiva [quasi-primitive simplicity]’.48 In Casella’s opinion, this peculiar quality is not a sign of intellectual ‘povertà [poverty]’. Bartók’s ‘semplicità bella [beautiful simplicity]’ is an expression of ‘chiarezza [clarity’ and sculptural ‘rilievo [relief]’ and brings to the fore the continuities between the poetics of the Hungarian composer and Casella’s latest compositional developments.49 According to the Italian composer, Bartók’s output also contains some of the most significant examples of polytonal music. In his essay entitled ‘Tone-problems of to-day’ (1924), Casella quotes an extract50 from the opera *Bluebeard’s Castle* (1911) in order to show the superposition of two different tonalities (F major and G♭ major), separated by a minor second (EXAMPLES 6 AND 7).51 As for Bartók, it is worth observing that the Hungarian composer appreciated Casella’s music (such as the *Cinque pezzi per quartetto d’archi*) and, in 1921, asked Universal Edition to send the piano reduction of *The Wooden Prince* to Casella.52


(B. Bartòk)
Eventually, in March 1925, Bartók made his first concert tour in Italy as a pianist and composer. The Hungarian musician played his own compositions in Milan (10 March), Rome (12 March), Naples (13 March) and Palermo (13 March). The recitals were organised by the Corporazione delle Nuove Musiche (CDNM), a cultural association founded two years earlier by Casella and Malipiero under the mentorship of D’Annunzio. According to Casella, who had left the Italian Society of Modern Music in 1919, the CDNM should have provided a showcase for European avant-garde music. Thanks to the CDNM, Schoenberg conducted *Pierrot Lunaire* in several Italian theatres in 1924 and, furthermore, Stravinsky’s *Les Noces* were performed in 1927.

In fact, the correspondence between Casella and Emil Hertzka, the director of Universal Edition, shows that the Italian composer was planning to perform Bartók’s chamber music in Rome as early as November 1920. Moreover, in April 1922, Casella asked Hertzka for several Bartók’s scores: *Two Portraits* for orchestra, op. 5 BB 48b (1907–1911), *Sonatina* for piano, BB 69 (1915), *Five Songs* for voice and piano, op. 16 BB 72 (1916), *String Quartet no. 2*, the vocal score of *Bluebeard’s Castle* and the piano reduction of *The Wooden Prince*. In 1923 Casella tried again to present Bartók’s *String Quartet no. 2* to the Italian public, but only succeeded two years later.

The correspondence between Bartók and Casella – now held chiefly at the Bartók Archívum in Budapest and at the Fondazione Giorgio Cini (FAC, L.215) – began in the spring of 1924. On 11 June 1924, on behalf of the CDNM, Casella proposed an Italian concert tour to Bartók to be carried out in 1925. In his letter, the Italian musician makes reference not only to Bartók’s piano pieces, but also to his *Sonatas for Violin and Piano nos. 1 and 2*, BB 84 and 85 (1921, 1922). In his reply (figure 3), Bartók shows his enthusiasm for the project and gives his detailed opinion on the Italian concert programmes.
Cher ami,

malheureusement je n’ai reçu que votre “Sonatine” (un bel remerciement!) — votre lettre contenant l’indication de la place “Paparazz” n’est pas arrivé! D’abord j’étais bien embarrassé, mais enfin j’ai trouvé un logement à Venise : l’Hôtel Metropole.

Quant au concert que vous me proposez, je suis bien content de pouvoir débuter à Rome dans votre “Coronation”. L’époque entre le 15 juin et 15 mars me convient très bien. Je suis d’avis qu’il serait mieux de ne pas joindre à ce concert le 2e quatuor, et d’avoir un programme qu’avec mes œuvres pour piano, la 2e sonate pour piano à 5’ et 5c. “Chants populaires hongrois” (leur texte, non traduit en allemand), que je suis sûre que vous penserez : dois-je mettre au programme aussi quelquesunes de mes piano-compositions “folklore-rustiques”, comme ma “Sonatine” ou les “Dunes roumaines”
Casella’s ambitious project was fully realised in March 1925. Moreover, at the beginning of that month, Bartók’s recitals were preceded by the concerts of the Amar-Hindemith Quartet, which played Bartok’s String Quartet no. 2 in Rome, Naples and Milan. It is also worth noting that, on 12 March, the Hungarian
musician played together with Giovanni Chiti (violin), Gitta Lénárt (voice), Amleto Fabbri (cello) and Casella (piano) during a chamber music evening in Rome devoted not only to his works but also to contemporary Italian repertoire (Castelnuovo-Tedesco and Veretti).

EPILOGUE: ‘A CULTURAL MONUMENT FOR HUNGARY’

From the early 1910s onwards, Bartók’s music represented a valuable source of inspiration and comparison for Casella. This process of reception, which culminated in Bartók’s first Italian concert tour of 1925, paved the way for the success of the Hungarian composer in fascist Italy. Indeed, despite his hostility to fascist violence, up to the end of the 1930s Bartók made many piano tours in Mussolini’s Italy and his compositions were broadcast by the Italian radio and included on the syllabuses of Italian conservatoires. In addition, all of his masterpieces were performed in the most important Italian festivals and theatres, such as the Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta, BB 116 (premiered at Venice’s Festival of Contemporary Music in 1937), Bluebeard’s Castle (Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, 1938), the Sonata for two Pianos and Percussion, BB 115 (Venice, 1939) and the ballet The Miraculous Mandarin, BB 82 (Teatro alla Scala, 1942).\(^{59}\)

Finally, on 28 November 1946, fourteen months after Bartók’s death in New York, an entire symphonic concert was dedicated to the composer and broadcast by the Italian radio (Rete Rossa). The concert featured the Italian premieres of Bartók’s Concerto for orchestra, BB 123 (1943) and Piano Concerto no. 1, BB 91 (1926). Before the event, Casella gave a commemorative speech, ending with an apotheosis of the Hungarian composer:

> Béla Bartók experienced an immense sorrow when he came to know that his homeland had been occupied and destroyed by a blind and cruel war. But, on closing his eyes, he was aware that he had spent his “earthly life” well and, above all, that he had raised, through his art, a cultural monument for Hungary that could not be destroyed by any war or any human tragedy.\(^{60}\)

This was probably Alfredo Casella’s last public speech. He died less than four months later, on 5 March 1947.
## Appendix

Béla Bartók’s compositions known by Alfredo Casella before 1925

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bartók’s composition</th>
<th>Date of composition (C), world premiere (WP), first edition (FE)</th>
<th>References in Casella’s output, correspondence and publications</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Two Portraits</em> for orchestra, op. 5 BB 48b</td>
<td>C: 1907–1911 WP: 1911 (Budapest) FE: 1911 (Budapest, Rozsnyay Károly)</td>
<td>On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition (Emil Hertzka) in order to ask for the score of the <em>Two Portraits</em> (FAC, L.1818).</td>
<td>On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition (Emil Hertzka) in order to ask for the score of the <em>Two Portraits</em> (FAC, L.1818).</td>
<td>1922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fourteen Bagatelles</em>, op. 6 BB 50</td>
<td>C: 1908 WP: 1908 (Baden/Vienna) FE: 1909 (Budapest, Rozsnyay Károly)</td>
<td>Presumed influence on Casella’s 1910s piano pieces.</td>
<td>On 12 March 1910, Bartók played his <em>Fourteen Bagatelles</em> at the Hotel des Modes, Paris.</td>
<td>early 1910s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ten Easy</em> Piano Pieces, BB 51, no. 7 <em>Dawn</em></td>
<td>C: 1908 WP: 1909 (Budapest) FE: 1909 (Budapest, Rozsnyay Károly)</td>
<td>Dawn (bb. 21–34) constitutes example no. 83 of the following treatise: Alfredo Casella, <em>The evolution of music through the history of the perfect cadence</em>, London: Chester, 1924. The first version of the manuscript was completed in 1919 (FAC, S.82).</td>
<td>Dawn (bb. 21–34) constitutes example no. 83 of the following treatise: Alfredo Casella, <em>The evolution of music through the history of the perfect cadence</em>, London: Chester, 1924. The first version of the manuscript was completed in 1919 (FAC, S.82).</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ten Easy</em> Piano Pieces, BB 51, no. 9 <em>Finger Study</em></td>
<td>C: 1908 WP: 1909 (Budapest) FE: 1909 (Budapest, Rozsnyay Károly)</td>
<td>The fifth, <em>Ommaggio a Clementi (esercizio per le cinque dita)</em>, of Casella’s <em>Undici pezzi infantili</em> for piano, op. 35 could have been inspired by the ninth, <em>Finger Study</em>, of Bartók’s <em>Ten Easy Piano Pieces</em>.</td>
<td>The fifth, <em>Ommaggio a Clementi (esercizio per le cinque dita)</em>, of Casella’s <em>Undici pezzi infantili</em> for piano, op. 35 could have been inspired by the ninth, <em>Finger Study</em>, of Bartók’s <em>Ten Easy Piano Pieces</em>.</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Ten Easy</em> Piano Pieces, BB 51, no. 10 <em>Bear Dance</em></td>
<td>C: 1908 WP: 1909 (Budapest) FE: 1909 (Budapest, Rozsnyay Károly)</td>
<td>In 1918, Casella transcribed Bartók’s <em>Bear Dance</em> for chamber orchestra (flute, oboe, clarinet BH, bassoon, horn F, trumpet Bb, strings without double bass) and renamed it <em>L’orso azzurro</em>. This transcription was used for the <em>Balli Plastici</em> and premiered on 15 April 1918 in Rome.</td>
<td>In 1918, Casella transcribed Bartók’s <em>Bear Dance</em> for chamber orchestra (flute, oboe, clarinet BH, bassoon, horn F, trumpet Bb, strings without double bass) and renamed it <em>L’orso azzurro</em>. This transcription was used for the <em>Balli Plastici</em> and premiered on 15 April 1918 in Rome.</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>String Quartet no. 1</em>, op. 7 BB 52</td>
<td>C: 1908–1909 WP: 1910 (Budapest) FE: 1911 (Budapest, Rózsavölgyi és Társa)</td>
<td>The members of the SMI (including Casella) discussed the possibility of performing Bartók’s <em>String Quartet no. 1</em> in Paris in 2013. See the letter that Florent Schmitt sent to Igor Stravinsky on 21 January 1913, quoted in: Francesco Fontanelli, <em>Casella, Parigi e la guerra. Inquietudini moderniste da Notte di Maggio a Elegia eroica</em>, Torino: Albinati e De Sono, 2015, p. 45.</td>
<td>The members of the SMI (including Casella) discussed the possibility of performing Bartók’s <em>String Quartet no. 1</em> in Paris in 2013. See the letter that Florent Schmitt sent to Igor Stravinsky on 21 January 1913, quoted in: Francesco Fontanelli, <em>Casella, Parigi e la guerra. Inquietudini moderniste da Notte di Maggio a Elegia eroica</em>, Torino: Albinati e De Sono, 2015, p. 45.</td>
<td>1913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Waldbauer Quartet performed Bartók’s *String Quartet no. 1* in Paris in 1911.
### Two Romanian Dances, op. 8a BB 56, no. 1 Allegro vivace

|---|---|---|

The recurring motif of Bartók’s *Allegro vivace*, from the first of his *Two Romanian Dances*, is quoted in several 1910s piano pieces by Casella:
- *Nove pezzi* for piano, op. 24, no. 4 *In modo burlesco* and no. 9 *In modo barbaro*;
- *Sonatina* for piano, op. 28, III, *Finale. Allegro molto*;
- *Undici pezzi infantili* for piano, op. 35, no. 1 *Preludio*

Bartók’s *Two Romanian Dances* were performed in Paris on 12 March 1910 by Bartók and on 23 April 1914 by Theodor Szántó.

### Four Dirges for piano, op. 9a BB 58, no. 4 Assai andante

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C: ca 1909–1910</th>
<th>WP: 1911 (Budapest)</th>
<th>FE: 1912 (Budapest, Rózsavölgyi és Társa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Assai andante* (bb. 63–70), from Bartók’s *Four Dirges*, constitutes example no. 84 of the following treatise: Alfredo Casella, *The evolution of music through the history of the perfect cadence*, London: Chester, 1924. The first version of the manuscript was completed in 1919 (FAC, S.82).

On 14 May 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition in order to ask for the vocal score of *Bluebeard’s Castle* (FAC, L.1819).

### Bluebeard’s Castle, opera in one act, op. 11 BB 62

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C: 1911</th>
<th>WP: 1918 (Budapest)</th>
<th>FE: vocal score – 1921; full score – 1925 (Vienna, Universal Edition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition in order to ask for the vocal score of the *Five Songs* (FAC, L.1818).

### Allegro barbaro for piano, BB 63

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C: 1911</th>
<th>WP: 1913 (Kecskemét, Hungary)</th>
<th>FE: 1913 (Nyangat, VI/1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Presumed influence on Casella’s piano and chamber pieces:
- *Nove pezzi* for piano, op. 24 (1914), no. 2 *In modo barbaro*;
- *Cinque pezzi per quartetto d’archi*, op. 34 (1920), no. 1 *Preludio (Allegro vivace e barbaro).*

On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition in order to ask for the score of the *Sonatina* (FAC, L.1818).

### Sonatina for piano, BB 69

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C: 1915</th>
<th>WP: 1920 (Bratislava)</th>
<th>FE: 1919 (Budapest, Rózsavölgyi és Társa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Universal Edition in order to ask for the score of the *Five Songs* (FAC, L.1818).
The Wooden Prince, ballet in one act, op. 13 BB 74

C: 1914–1917
WP: 1917 (Budapest)
FE: piano reduction – 1921; full score – 1924
(Vienna, Universal Edition)

On 11 July 1921, Bartók asked Universal Edition to send the piano reduction of The Wooden Prince to Casella (letter held at the Bartók Archivum, Budapest).

On 20 April 1922, Casella sent a letter to Emil Hertzka (Universal Edition) in order to ask for the piano reduction of The Wooden Prince (FAC, L.1818).

String Quartet no. 2, op. 17
BB 75

C: 1914–1917
WP: 1918 (Budapest)
FE: 1920 (Vienna, Universal Edition)

Presumed influence on Casella’s Cinque pezzi per quartetto d’archi, op. 34 (1920).

Casella was planning to organise a performance of Bartók’s chamber music in Rome as early as November 1920. See the letter that Casella sent to Universal Edition on 22 November 1920 (FAC, L.1795).
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